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Well the year is about to end and we all expect nothing less than good for coming days.
We all had our shares of ups and downs and most of us have dealt with things the
difference only is time. In India the pandemic is about to bid adieu which shows that there is
light at the end of tunnel. But that's enough for the around affairs. With situations coming on
positive track Vioz Salon has accomplished to bestow smiles on their clients. And this third
edition is all about how to walk positively and safely on the streets with total condence
and style.
The new edition of Vioz Salon is a basket full of beauty & styling hacks, winter care
essentials, looks to aunt and much more. Experts at Vioz Salon know their ground and play
it by the rules to rule. I believe that styling game is so important to leave the mark of your
personality every where possible. But do you konw the styling interiors are important to. Well
in the salon business it is crucial to top the chart in décor as well. Worry not; we have an
interior decode section to escalate your interior knowledge.
The furnace of Covid-19 is now lowering the ame but sparks are still there. To cull those
doubts of safety, Vioz Salon is following enhanced precautions for both clientele and staff's
well-being. In culmination, I can say that this year has been a weird ride but we can create
a bubble of happiness if we focus on the right spot.

- Dhruv Kapoor
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COMFORT IS KEY
D A I L Y

S T Y L I N G

T I P S

You can achieve anything in your life if you dress for it. And your style is the most authentic
outlook of how you conduct yourself. Personal grooming is at par in this century or should
we say, in generation of millennials. From fashion to clothing and from make-up to hair
styling everything has an importance which limns personality of an individual uniquely.
Where some go for drama to gain all the eyes, others choose to keep it minimally chic to
portray the effortless elegance. But bliss is where comfort is. Comfort is all crucial to sail
through a long day. So dive into some tips for daily styling to test your experimental-self.
Firstly, it's necessary for you to dress your age, size and restful. Everyone says that one should
dress for themselves and not to please the surroundings. But technically you do dress to
impress and aunt. So every detail matters to create an ensemble of a personality.

Tip 1
Its winters, season of warm clothes and sizzling food. Go for layering this winter. It's
super voguish and gives a classy look. Layer your clothes smartly to capitalize your
whole look for a complete day. Get on some over coats and blazers to channel you
inner 'Christian Dior'. They will keep you warm and fashion always on point.

Tip 2
Play with colors or dress at least with 3 colors at a time. The idea is if you're mixing
textures, patterns, or prints—as long you keep everything to no more than three colors,
the other mixing will look over the top. Not only does this tip help you look effortlessly
chic, it also helps narrow down your options when you're picking out outts in a rush.

Tip 3
Organizing will help. Everything in your wardrobe has a purpose or is something you
wear and love. But if you don't, then do yourself a favor to cull and organize your
closet. This will cut down your daily hassle to choose an outt plus you can easily plan
your style for the next day. Organizing gives a perspective & clarity and limits your
cliché sense of style.

Tip 4
We always look up to someone for inspiration or the person we admire. And generally
the celebs become the source of inventiveness. Do try to catch their looks for
inspiration. Recently the trend of 'Airport Looks' is the major point of inuence. The look
compliments the casual quotient of your styling and gives you a comfy feeling all day
long.

Tip 5
Well clothing is 60% part for females; rest 40% is make-up and hairstyle. One can dress
up in fancy clothes but you also need cosmetology to blend it perfectly. Well its
winters you can experiment with your looks whatever the way you want. To maintain
the look whole day keep a nice gloss, blush, hair brush and good cologne always with
you.
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LIFE AT

VIOZ

Every salon gives skin beauty and hair care services. But most of them lack the exuberance
towards their craft. Competition is surreal nowadays but credibility and contentment is
nowhere to nd. But VIOZ Salon being an entity and institution for authentic magnicence
vows to deliver every part of the salon. In a professional atmosphere our staff always takes
time to a share a piece of themselves with each other and customers to show the sense of
companionship. Hence builds a bond of respect between staff and client and procures
smile and value when a client walks in through our doors.
Life at VIOZ Salon is an experience; once taken you'll crave for it again and again. It's a vibe
to calm and relax plus witness the drastic changes in your beauty regime and hair care. We
all know that Delhi is still under the radar of Corona Virus and safety is like need of the hour.
VIOZ Salon acknowledges the same by ensuring prominent safety measure with blue
ribbon services.
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SAFETY FIRST
Amid the ongoing pandemic we resumed our
services from June 2020 after a lot of research
work and making a set of precautions keeping
government's guideline in check. We are strictly
following the guidelines & precautions made by
us in every branch and now welcome our
customers with full covid safety and a bright
smile. This section is specially crafted to highlight,
what all precautions VIOZ Salon is taking for the

FOR STAFF:

secure and transmission free services. Quality

Mask & Gloves: Facemask is mandatory for every staff
member. If you are using surgical masks and gloves, it
is important that you discard them after one use.
Sanitation is available at every working counter. Plus

and safe services have always been our priorities
and in present situation we are giving it utmost
concern as possible. Following are the measures
executed by us:

a new automated sanitization machine is installed at
reception.
Staff cannot share their food with each other and
their personal belongings.
Temperature of every staff member is checked with
infrared thermometers while opening the salon.
Routinely sanitization and disinfecting of all frequently
touched surfaces in the salon, such as workstations,
tools, mobile, handrails, and doorknobs, furniture etc.
Towels/cutting sheet and other linen: all are to be
used only once and discarded immediately.
Use of gloves to open the door is mandatory.
No other staff will enter the kitchen apart from kitchen
staff and only disposable utensils will be used.

FOR CUSTOMERS:
No customer is allowed without a mask.
A separate set of gloves and mask is provided to every
customer inside the salon.
Double check from Infrared Thermometer(both at reception
and by staff)
Proper sanitization before proceeding for any service.
No extra person/companion is allowed, only to cut down the
rush. The one with appointment can come.
Such measures make the Vioz Salon most trusted and reliable in
terms of safety and services. Do pay us a visit to witness the safety
we are promising.
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PRODUCT OF THE HOUR
Being a hub of ne beauty and a fulcrum with
professional cosmetologists, people do come to
us for their general skin and hair concerns. This
gives them a transparent solution for their hair
inconvenience and skin irritation. Plus they get
acquainted with expert perspective of how one
can capitalize a product effectively. Recently,
skin care for winters is something for which
people want our manifestations. And we always
appreciate their trust by addressing them what
they can invest on for betterment only. This
section is framed for the winter care to help all to
restore the deep nourishment and rejuvenation
their skin wants.
So the Product of the Hour is Ozone Moisturizer.
From our experts knowledge vault this
moisturizer is retaliation to all your skin
dominations. Our glam revolutionist Ms.
Saundarya recommends it for all skin types. She
believes that exposure to pollutants, dirt, UV rays
and stress causes extensive damage to skin
turning its appearance dark and dull. This Ozone
Classic Moisturizer is a unique formulation made
from natural organic ingredients. It provides an
ideal moisture balance to keep the skin soft and
supple. It also helps to maintain its texture.
It's multipurpose as one can use it in their day as
well as night skin care regime. Works wonder for
acne prone skin and soothes the skin with
natural aloe and neem. It's a skin toning cream
from the organic creations of Ozone Herbals
sufce for skin hydration with ample antioxidants. The uplifting formula elevates new skin
cells and reduces dark spots and pufness with
time. In conclusion it's a nominal investment to
revitalize and to reinvigorate your skin;
prescribed only for winters.
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PERKS OF

VIOZ

MEMBERSHIP PASSES

We all seek for benets and perks which vivies us towards a product or a service. Plus it
builds a mutual respect and commitment towards such things if the outcome is amazing
as promised. With the honesty we serve and try to unfurl smiles through that, VIOZ Salon
brings you the exclusive membership passes to savor the best of professional services with
hefty discounts.

VIOZ CLASSIC PASS:
Get at 20% discount on all services.for entire one year in just rs 1000/- + gst. Enjoy the real
good savings for one year at any of our branches. (T&C Applied)

VIOZ SILVER PASS:
Get whopping at 30% discount on all services in just rs 5000/- + gst. Icing on the cake: you
can share this membership with your loved ones. So, either you or your nominated persons
can use this membership. Valid for 3 months from the date of purchase. (T&C Applied)

VIOZ GOLD PASS:
They say; more the merrier. Well we have it all sorted for you. Get whopping at 40%
discount on all services in just rs 10,000/- + gst. Vaild for 6 months from the date of purchase.
(T&C Applied)

VIOZ PLATINUM PASS:
Flat 50% sounds tempting? We know it does. Grab your vioz platinum membership at juts rs
20,000/- + gst offering at 50% discount on all the services for entire 9 months from the date
of purchase. A deal for you and all your loved ones to save thousands of rupees. (T&C
Applied)
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PERKS OF

VIOZ

APP.

GET ACCESS TO
EXCITING

DISCOUNT
OFFERS
ANYTIME

BOOK
YOUR

APPOINTMENT
FROM
ANYWHERE

LUCRATIVE

GET EXCLUSIVE

OFFERS AT
ATTRACTIVE
PRICES

OF THE VARIOUS
SERVICES
PROVIDED

MEMBERSHIP

IMAGES

EXPANSIVE RANGE
OF

AMENITIES
TO CHOOSE
FROM

COVID-19 SAFETY MEASURES AT A CLICK.
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carols

From a smoking suit to a little black
dress everything is on eek for
Christmas and party scenes. And when the breeze is festive you cannot afford to dress dry
and basic. To cull out and alter your old school style we are back with new yet not-so-basic
ideas to give you a new meaning for Christmas. And although this year's gatherings will be
unlike previous ones but nailing a voguish and chic festive outt in a small fam and friends
gathering will rock your season. So take a trip out of your comfort to raise the fashion and
re this Christmas.

MONOCHROME MAGIC
One of the best and elegantly aesthetic pattern to dress for winter holidays and Christmas.
It's ever trendy, minimal and effortless. It shows how well you can slay in subtle tones and
conducts the palette of vibrant hues. Plus it is hassle free as when you are running late and
unable to decide, just throw on a monochrome t to create a magic the moment you
step out. Shades like white, black, grey, blue, navy, persian, beige and olive are always
easy to pull off.
SHINE BRIGHT LIKE A DIAMOND:
A little expensive but more sophisticated and timeless sense of styling it is. Invest in such
piece from which you can maximize and gain all the eyes. A diamond necklace, choker,
ring and earrings are must haves for Christmas. This shows the A game of your accessory
styling and the moment you enter a room the lights will be doubled by the dazzle of your
diamonds. With an avant-garde white dress to compliment more you'll shine bright like a
diamond.
SUIT UP STATEMENT:
With the mix of bare skin and easy hair one can easily accentuate a suit. If a whole suit
feels like a lot, ease in with a vibrant jacket paired with jeans or basic trousers. There's no
better time of year to wear something super architectural and tailored as suits than the
holidays. Opt for sequin pants and pair with neutrals for a whimsical and fun twist on your
note of fashion.
VELVETS AND SATINS
Fashion is effective when you are comfortable. It's not necessary to be out of the sphere all
the time. Fabric is the most important part as you have to sail through a long day. Opt for
velvet and satin dresses and jump suits. It's gure hugging and elevates the natural curves.
While that might not be your vibe, you still can always opt for a statement dress with sleek
and sexy pair of heels.
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Welcome to the Décor Decode of VIOZ Salon. This
section is crafted to give an insight of the interiors

DÉCOR DECODE

of VIOZ Salon which are posh, elite, welcoming
and altogether a happy assuage. If you are not as glamorous from inside as you portray
outside you cannot get a hold in the glam industry. And the rst memory of a client is the
interior he/she is surrounding him/her self with. So surf through this section to enhance your
interior knowledge.
Starting with is this huge and marvelous chandelier. This
type of piece is entertaining and cover the light in
whole space which makes it a smart choice. Unlike
usual ones it gives a more warm vibe to the whole
ensemble of the space and a ice dripping effect. The
color of lighting is like cherry on the cake; perfect and
gladdening. The style goes like giltch in aurora borealis.
Warm and earthy tones soothes mind more effectively
and gives a comfort unknown. By following this principal
we have designed our service stations. With super
comfy chairs and netural tone lights and soft music in
ambience you'll fall asleep in no time. We respect the
privacy of the cilents and have made few working
staion with heavy curtain covering. 'Best' is all what we
have.
A comfort zone is a beautiful place to relax. Well the
saying goes that 'a comfort zone is a beautiful place
but nothing ever grows there. But to look for the ease,
we have a lounging area where you and your
company can wait for their services while enjoying a
hot brew. With a source of nautal and articial light both
to help you in seles.
Lighting shelves are the basic part of the modern
interiors. But they add a lot of drama when placed
wisely. And it makes your belongings to look like a
artistic composition. Even with an simple assembly of
the products the shelves look fascinating. Plus it show
the transperancy of what we use and promote.
So these are few contemporay interior aesthetics from the VIOZ Salon. Which elevates the relax
quotient of the customers and makes them feel that they matter.
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SOCIAL MEDIA LOOK BOOK
Social Media is a place where all of us share our stories of every emotion. Some seek for
validation and some ﬂaunt their luscious lives. But the most beautiful thing is that one
can use ﬁlter to comfort themselves while other are real and raw about their
personality. Similarly we are sharing few glimpses of magic created in our premises to
extend our smile with you all. VIOZ Salon put across the pool of talent it has to curate
anything in the sphere of beauty on professional grounds.

Visit our Social Media Pages to explore more of regal beauty.

SCAN TO SUBSCRIBE US
ON YOUTUBE

SCAN FOR FACEBOOK
RECOMMENDATIONS

SCAN FOR INSTAGRAM
REVIEW
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FAQs
1.Do you guarantee your service?
YES! Our unconditional guarantee is that you receive the best
service ever.

2.How do I schedule an appointment?
You can schedule your appointment by phone, in person or
online. Reservations for your appointment are held with a
credit card or gift certicate or digital payments.

3.How do I choose the right treatments and products?
We offer complimentary consultations, and can make
recommendations to t your wants and needs. Whether you
are looking for a skin care product line to use at home, or have
specic needs for a salon or spa treatment, we are always
available to answer your questions.

4.What can I expect from my service provider during
my salon or spa treatment?
Your service provider will consult with you prior to the service to
nd out your goals and preferences, and can make
recommendations if appropriate. She or he will let you know
what to expect, and will nd out if you have any special needs
or concerns.

5.Can I wear makeup during my facial or body treatment?
During facials, your esthetician will remove your make-up for
you. If you are scheduled for a body treatment and would like
to remove your makeup beforehand, we will provide you with
make-up removal products.

6.What should I wear for a spa or salon treatment?
No special clothing is required; come as you are! If you are
enjoying several services, you will be provided with a robe and
slippers. Towels for the eucalyptus steam shower are available.
Your personal comfort is always most important to us!

7.Are reservations necessary?
We highly recommend making reservations in advance, but
feel free to call on Palam: +91 969696 9042, Dwarka: +91 981100
1610 for short notice, as we may have an opening or
cancellation.

8.Can I book extra services while I am at the spa?
Absolutely, please ask! We will always try to accommodate
your wishes, although we do recommend that you book your
treatments in advance.

9.What is your pricing policy?
All prices are subject to change. Product refunds must be done
within 15 days of purchase with original receipt. Refunds may
only be given to the original purchaser.

10.How does the tipping process work? What is normal?
Our prices do not include gratuities for Spa service providers.
Tipping is optional, but if the service meets or exceeds your
expectations it is denitely appreciated. The industry standard
is 15 – 20% of your total service fee.
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HONEY BUN-NY
Imagine you're about to attend a party or some other special event and you don't have time to visit
the hairdresser. That sounds like a nightmare. But people in general most of the time don't look onto
the hair part for their complete styling. Well not all but most of the women just go with an easy bun or
pulled back pony which is time saving but not statement enough to gather some compliments.
And to enhance the hair game we have some easy tips for you to score more attering words.
Follow this rose bun hairdo to add more fragrance to your personality. Let's Begin: Let's Begin:

Things you need:
1 Wide Tooth Comb
1 Thick Rubber band
1 Thin Rubber band
1 Regular (Slider) Bobby Pin – Large Size

Steps to follow:
Comb back your front hair. All your hair
which is above your ears should be
brush-brushed. Tie it with a thick rubber
band then.
Consequently, you will make its ponytail.
Now divide this ponytail of yours, into
two. Start twisting these two hair strands
with each other, like a rope.
With this, you will make a twisted braidlike ponytail. Use a thin rubber band to
tie its end.
Now lift up your twisted ponytail and
make its bun.
Use a bobby pin for pinning the bun's
end on your head. Such kind of bun is
called the 'Rose Bun' because after
being made it looks like a rose.
And that's all you need to add
embellishments to your hairdo naturally.
This will not hold your hair back but will
give a casually chic kick to your whole
styling for the day.
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“

Got a great haircut at a
very reasonable price.
The standard matches that of
any high end salons but the
price isn't exorbitant. The
ambience is great and staff
very friendly. Loved it!

“

“

“

Akshay Mehta
The Salon is one of the best as their
rates are very affordable and they
provide best services. We took the pre
bridal package here. The whole family
really like the makeup, hair etc everything
that was great

“

Avantika Chaturvedi

Vishal Katiyar

Bit costly, COVID protection
measures were on point, nice aura
inside the salon. Felt warm and
welcoming.

“

Harsh Dwivedi

Excellent staff!! Special
mention to the manager,
she was very courteous while
I was waiting for someone to
get free and I was offered
tea. I went in for a haircut and
came out with the desired
look. Satisﬁed with the covid
safety measures!! Visiting
again for sure!!

“

“
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YOUR GLAM

destination
PALAM

“

TODAY'S GOOD MOOD
IS SPONSORED
BY THE
FACIAL
I HAD
YESTERDAY.

“

Design By : www.cyberninza.com
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YOUR GLAM

destination

DWARKA

YOU ARE NEVER
FULLY DRESSED
WITHOUT A
MANICURE.

“

“
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Design By : www.cyberninza.com
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SCAN FOR APPOINTMENT

